


2    Intro 

Anno 2020

Worldwide eletricity consumption
25.000.000 Gigawatt/hour

-

Solar panels on sloping roofs are no longer an exception in 
the street scene today. The installations are large and 
sometimes perceived as ugly and disturbing in the street 
view. Most common are the roof-integrated systems that 
combine both the roof's function and the generation of 
energy. But how can we also use solar panels in the vertical 
plane during construction?

Current and future requirements oblige architects and 
developers in 2020 to think about solutions to generate energy 
with façades without giving in to architecture and aesthetics.



Andre Feenstra

Managing Director - Heliartec Solutions Europe

Heliartec Solutions has developed a 
sustainable, recyclable solution for 
facades and railings with the brand name 
PIXASOLAR. With this new product 
range, every architect can generate 
energy with any vertical plane. 
PIXASOLAR gives complete freedom of 
visual design and shapes.  Heliartec 
wants to contribute with its developments 
to the energy transition and a cleaner and 
future-proof world.     

PIXASOLAR
Solar panels

BIPV 2.0  r
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Ting Hui Huang

Founder - Heliartec Solutions Co., Ltd.



4    Facade cladding

Facade cladding and
solar panel in one

-

Innovation of solar energy
With respect for the architecture

PIXASOLAR is ideal for those looking for a way to integrate 
solar panels into a project without compromising aesthetics 
or architecture. You can choose from various colors or 
textures such as natural stone, wood, marble, etc. Do you 
want something unique? Then you have the option of 
having the panels developed entirely according to your 
design.
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6  Technic

Unique and innovative

PIXASOLAR uses monocrystalline solar cells with the highest 
efficiency and yield. The solar cells  are sandwiched and well 
protected by front and rear tempered safety glass encapsulated 
by PVB film and a unique thermal butyl rubber sealing. 

Unique to PIXASOLAR is that a ceramic inkjet print layer is 
between the glass layers, which gives the solar panel its unique 
appearance. The glass protects the package and ensures that 
the print stays protected from weather influences and UV 
effects.
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Inkjet geprint glas *

The treatment and coloring of the glass, the optimized cell division and the 
edge sealing technology are European patented.

* 

PV PVB laag
Monokristallijne PV-cel *
PV PVB laag
Thermische dichting *

Gekleurd glas 

Junction box



Focus on design
and aesthetics

Inkjet printing
Design without limits 

8   Inkjet print

The PIXASOLAR range is extensive. There is a choice from a 
mono color range for those who want to provide their facade 
with color. Also, you can choose from various textures such as 
natural stone, wood, marble, etc.

Do you want something unique? Then you have the option of 
having the panels developed entirely according to your design.
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New patterns
Product 2020

Natural Series

Artistic Series

Urban Series

GM02

MT01 BK04 CC01

WD04

GM07

MB01 ST14

GM03
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Award-winning design

The PIXASOLAR solar panel has won the prestigious 
Red Dot Design Award 2020 "Best of the Best." We are 
proud to be part of the world's best-nominated product 
designs today. 

This award confirms the unique and revolutionary design 
of our solar panels with inkjet printing technology. It is a 
great honor that the aesthetic solar panels from 6,500 
entries from more than 60 countries receive the highest 
recognition in the category "materials and surfaces".



Customized design

12   Customization

As a customer, you enjoy complete architectural 
freedom. Facades can be fully customized and 
designed according to your design. The inkjet printing 
technique makes it possible to process full-color, 
high-resolution images in the solar panels.

Architects can give freedom to their imagination in 
terms of color and texture and dimensions. Our 
design and technical team will take care of the rest.
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100% architectural freedom

Mono color panels Logo / photo design Complete customization Repeating patterns



Flexibel sizes  
and shapes

Perfect touch
Without limitations

14  Sizes and shapes

The PIXASOLAR panels are available in various standard 
sizes. Besides, there is a possibility to make solar panels 
and dummies in selected sizes. The standard  product series 
has a width and length in multiples of 30 cm, tailored to the 
construction's standard dimensions. In this way, architects 
can minimize the number of dummy panels and optimize the 
PIXASOLR façade for renovation and new construction 
projects.
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SQ1
600x600

        

SQ2
900x900

        

SQ3
1200x1200

        

OT1
600x1200

        

OT2
750x1500

        

OT3
900x1800

        

SF1
600x1500

        

SF2
600x1800
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Technical speci�cations

The panel

Length

Width

Weight

Glass front

Glass back

Coloring / texture

Encapsulation

Edge �nishing

Structure

The technique

Type

Power

Working temperature

Connection

Cables / plugs

Guarantee

Temp. Coe�cient
VOC

- 0.30 %/K

Isc

+ 0.039 %/K

Power

- 0.41 %/K

Lorem ipsum

multiples of
multiples of

tempered glass
tempered glass

ceramic inkjet print on the inside of front glass

thermal seal
borderless (without frame)

variable
variable

Mono c-Si solar cell
(depending on color or print)

IP67 / IP68 on rear
Original MC4

10-year product workmanship warranty

30-year linear power performance guarantee up to 80%
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The solar cells

Perc

Mono-crystalline

Bypass diodes

Today, we are resolutely opting for high-end PERC solar cells for aesthetic and 
practical reasons. Their surface improves the color contrast and the uniformity 
of the ceramic inkjet print. Our PERC solar cells will retain their power perfectly 
over time.

We always work with mono-crystalline cells with high performance and a lower 
speed of light-induced degradation (LID). The low cell temperature coefficient 
ensures higher performance at high temperatures. Mutlicrystalline cells perform 
less in the long term and may microcrack after a few years due to cyclic stress 
and thermal expansion.

We strive to cover every surface as efficiently as possible. Using a smart circuit 
design with bypass diodes in our configuration can limit the shadow effect. The 
synergy between our experienced team of technicians and designers ensures 
that we can maximize each project's yield, taking into account the environmen-
tal factors.



Standard solar panel

Color

Pattern

Length

Width

Form

Glass front

Glass back

Encapsulation

Edges

Power

Certi�cates

Blue or black
Grid or diamond shape
Fixed size
Fixed size
Rectangular
2.5-3.2mm reinforced glass
2. 5mm tempered glass or back sheet
EVA
Aluminum frame
150-190 Wp/m²
IEC

Not aesthetically pleasing
Fixed sizes
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Pixasolar solar panel

Customized (customizable)
Customized (customizable)
30-240 cm
30-120 cm
Customized (customizable)
3.0-8.0mm reinforced glass
3.                0-8.0mm reinforced glass
PVB
Thermal seal
100-150 Wp/m 
IEC, CE laminated safety glass, RoHs 2.0

Maximum design
Flexible dimensions

Color

Pattern

Length

Width

Form

Glass front

Glass back

Encapsulation

Edges

Power

Certi�cates



info@pixasolar.com
www.pixasolar.com

PIXASOLAR
BY HELIARTEC SOLUTIONS

Heliartec Solu�ons Co., Ltd.
4F., No. 245, Dong Sec. 1, Guangming 6th Rd., Zhubei City, 
Hsinchu County 302, Taiwan

4F., No. 245, Dong Sec. 1, Guangming 6th Rd., 

Heliartec Solu�ons Europe B.V.
Vasteland 78, NL-3011 BN, Ro�erdam, the Netherlands 

info@heliartec.com
www.heliartec.com


